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About Morning Farm Report™

Morning Farm Report™ is created by growers, for growers. We work tirelessly to 
bring the most useful and accurate data into the hands of those who can best use it: 
farmers. So, how do we do it? Powered by the best data from the best sources, our 
proprietary complete crop modeling system, delivers intelligence curated by experts 
with decades of experience in the field.

2016 Grower Bundle™ brings you expertly designed features with data tailored to 
your fields. Data in real time, historical data 5 years back, and future field predictions. 
Now that’s a lot to crow about.

2016 Grower Bundle™

All your field insights. All in one place.

Tractor Time Daily™ Field Story™Yield Engine™Spray Smart™ Advanced Nutrient Engine™
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Pest Engine™
Receive alerts for increased disease 
or insect pressure on specific fields.

Critical Periods™
Break crop progress down into critical 
periods to understand how weather 
impacts your fields.

Drone Plan™
Fly safe and plan well for the best 
data collection missions.

My Summary™
An easy-to-follow dashboard of 
alerts built to keep all of your field 
information in one spot.

Plus...

Weather Videos
Weekly weather videos showing  
ag weather trends in the US and 
South America.

Import Files
Import field information from 
MyJohnDeere and ADM Aeros or  
as shape files.

Find My Seed™
Independent seed trial aggregator 
works alongside Morning Farm 
Report™.

And much more!

Spec Sheet

Pricing
 2016 Grower Bundle™
Enroll up to 100 fields,  
3 farms, and 8 users for 
an annual subscription  
of $1,999.

 Hail Alerts™
For an additional $299, 
receive proven and 
accurate hail tracking  
that measures size, 
density, and duration 
while logging crop  
growth stage.

What’s included?

Field Story™
Record operations, inputs, and 
scouting notes.

Field Forecast™
Field-level forecasts on rainfall, 
temperature, GDD, and humidity.

Tractor Time Daily™
14-day forecasted soil conditions.  
   Avoid compaction 
   Plan logistics 
   Know current and forecasted  
    4” soil temperatures

Tractor Time Hourly™
From planting to harvest, know the 
hour-by-hour soil conditions and  
4” soil temperature three and a half 
days out.

Yield Engine™
Accurate yield and harvest-ready date 
forecasts months in advance. Run the 
model with our defaults or customize  
it to your operation.

Advanced Nutrient Engine™
View Nitrogen and Phosphorus 
availability forecasts. 

Spray Smart™
Field-specific conditions forecasted 
3.5 days out. 
   Wind speed and direction 
   Soil conditions 
   Temperature inversions to reduce      
    potential herbicide off-target   
    movement 
   Pollinator awareness and  
    timing advice 
   Drone forecast - wind, visibility, 
    and no-fly zones 

What’s included?

2016 Grower Bundle™

Turn your agronomic data into yield dollars. Let the true ag experts  
at Agrible™ help you make value based decisions for your operations.
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